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Abstract
The uniting idea of both parallel computing and multi-robot systems is that having multiple processors or robots working on a task decreases the processing time. Typically we desire
a linear speedup, that is, doubling the number of processing units halves the execution time.
Sometimes superlinear scalability is observed in parallel computing systems and more frequently in multi-robot and swarm systems. Superlinearity means each individual processing
unit gets more efficient by increasing the system size—a desired and rather counterintuitive
phenomenon.
In an interdisciplinary approach, we compare abstract models of system performance from
three different fields of research: parallel computing, multi-robot systems, and network science.
We find agreement in the modeled universal properties of scalability and summarize our
findings by formulating more generic interpretations of the observed phenomena. Our result
is that scalability across fields can be interpreted as a tradeoff in three dimensions between too
competitive and too cooperative processing schemes, too little information sharing and too
much information sharing, while finding a balance between neither underusing nor depleting
shared resources. We successfully verify our claims by two simple simulations of a multi-robot
and a network system.
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Introduction

Superlinear scalability is a desirable phenomenon in both parallel computing and multi-robot
systems. It is counterintuitive because one seemingly receives a profit without paying for it. Also
our experience of working together in human groups dominantly gives a different impression, as
indicated, for example, by the Ringelmann effect. According to Ingham et al. [1] the Ringelmann
effect implies a nonlinear decrease of individual performance with increasing group size. We call the
improvement in speed of the task execution achieved by adding more processing units ‘speedup’:
S = T1 /Tp , for latency T1 of the smaller system (typically one processing unit) and latency Tp of
the bigger system (p > 1 processing units); efficiency is E = T1 /(pTp ). Scalability describes how
far we can go in keep adding processing units p without getting E < 1.
As superlinear speedups seem special, they were frequently discussed and studied [2, 3]. There
even exists a proof showing the impossibility of superlinear speedups but it assumes fixed problem
size [4]. Superlinear speedups are rather infrequently observed in parallel computing (e.g., cachesize effects [5]) compared to rather frequent observations in multi-robot and swarm systems (e.g.,
inherently collaborative tasks [6]). When observed, superlinearity is often a discrete effect, such
as a workpackage happening to fit into the processors cache [5] or a robot group being able to
form a bucket brigade [7, 8]. Superlinear scalability has much potential that should be enough
motivation to investigate it across different domains and to understand how one can provoke it.
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Figure 1: Generic diagram of system performance over system size for multi-robot systems, without units, function P (N ) = N b exp(cN ) (eq. 1) depending on parameters b > 1 (profits from
cooperation, N b ), c < 0 (overhead due to interference, exp(−N )), and system size N [10, 11].

1.1

Superlinear performance in multi-robot systems

Superlinear performance increases are observed in multi-robot systems due to physical effects in
tasks, such as pulling, passing gaps, and passing steps [9]. Analyzing the literature on multi-robot
systems and, in particular, swarm robotics, one finds that plots of system performance over system
size (number of robots) have similar features independent of the investigate task (see Fig. 1 as
example).
It was noticed that there is an optimal robot density, that is, how many robots should share
the same area [12]. Initially the performance curve increases with increased number of robots
but then first levels off and then decreases [13]. The most obvious shared resource in robotics
is space. Adding robots to the system while keeping the provided area constant, the additional
robots may generate more possibilities to cooperate but they may also physically interfere [14, 15].
So we identify a first tradeoff between options for collaborations and an increased overhead due
to physical interference. Østergaard et al. [16] discuss the existence of a general multi-robot
performance diagram with a focus on its peak performance:
We know that by varying the implementation of a given task, we can move the point
of “maximum performance” and we can change the shapes of the curve on either side
of it, but we cannot change the general shape of the graph.
Examples of such performance diagrams are found across the literature, for example, in multi-robot
foraging [17, 14, 18, 19, 20], collective decision making [21], the emergent taxis scenario [11, 22, 23],
and aggregation behaviors [24, 25].
In previous works [11, 10], the author has proposed the following simple model of performance P (N ) in multi-robot and swarm systems:
P (N ) = C(N )(I(N ) − d) = a1 N b a2 exp(cN ) ,

(1)

for a cooperation function C(N ) = a1 N b , an interference function I(N ) = a2 exp(cN ) + d, parameter c < 0, and scaling constants a1 , a2 > 0, d for translation up/down. For b > 1 we have
potentially superlinear scalability but interference is counteracting exponentially with exp(−N ).
This rather rough and abstract model was successfully fitted to a number of multi-robot scenarios [11, 10].
Out of the multi-robot domain, other systems are worth mentioning. Although they are much
harder to measure, similar diagrams are also found for natural swarms, such as the hypothesis for
per capita output in social wasps by Jeanne et al. [26]. The well-known ‘fundamental diagram’ of
traffic flow is also similar but symmetric [27].
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1.2

Universal Scalability Law

There is a model for parallel processing performance in distributed systems by Gunther [28].
He calls it the Universal Scalability Law (USL). For a relative capacity R(N ) (i.e., XN /X1 , for
throughput XN achieved using N processors and throughput X1 for one processor) he defines
R(N ) =

N
,
1 + α((N − 1) + βN (N − 1))

(2)

for a coefficient α that gives the degree of contention (inference) in the system and coefficient β
that gives the lack of coherency in the distributed data. Contention occurs because resources are
shared. Whenever the capacity of a shared resource is used completely and another process requests
to use that resource, then the process has to wait. Contention increases with increasing system
size, while keeping resources at the same capacity. Lack of coherency occurs because processes, to
a certain extent, operate locally. For example, they have local changes in their caches that are not
immediately communicated to all other processes. Maintaining coherency is costly and the costs
increase with increasing system size.
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Figure 2: Universal Scalability Law following Gunther [28], four standard situations and superlinear speedup [5] depending on parameters α (degree of contention) and β (lack of coherency).
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Gunther identifies four qualitatively different situations:
a. If contention and lack of coherency are negligible, then we get “equal bang for the buck” and
have a linear speedup (α = 0, β = 0, Fig. 2a).
b. If there is a cost for sharing resources in the form of contention, then we have a sublinear
speedup (α > 0, β = 0, Fig. 2b).
c. If there is an increased negative influence due to contention, then the speedup clearly levels off
(α  0, β = 0, Fig. 2c).
d. If in addition there is also an increased influence of incoherence then there exists a peak speedup
and for bigger system sizes the speedup decreases (α  0, β > 0, Fig. 2d).
In the original work of Gunther [28], superlinear performance increases are basically not allowed. In a more recent work [5], superlinear speedups are discussed and negative contention
coefficients α < 0 are allowed now (see Fig. 2e). While contention α > 0 refers to capacity
consumption due to sublinear scalability, α < 0 refers to a capacity boost due to superlinear
scalability. In parallel computing, superlinear speedups can occur due to some interplay between
problem size per computing unit and available memory. For example, if the problem can be divided into pieces that fit completely into a CPU’s cache, then one can observe a considerable
speedup. In swarm robotics, superlinear performance increases occur due to qualitatively different collaboration modes that are accessible with increasing swarm size as in the bucket brigade
example [7, 8] or when assembled swarm robots cross a hole in a team.
In the context of swarm robotics we can interpret contention as interference between robots
due to shared resources, such as an entrance to a base station or generally space. Following this
interpretation, the collision avoidance behavior between robots can be understood as a waiting
loop because the shared resource space is currently not available. That is intuitive and similar to
an airplane flying a holding pattern because the resource runway is currently in use and should
certainly not be shared. Incoherence, in turn, can be interpreted as inconsistencies or overhead
due to limited communication of information or due to imperfect synchrony.
While Gunther assumes that there cannot be a system-wide deadlock situation due to contention (speedup monotonically increases with increasing α), that could occur in a swarm robotics
system. For example, the swarm density could be too high, such that all robots permanently try
to avoid collisions resulting in zero performance.
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Unified interpretation across fields of research

Both the simple multi-robot performance model (eq. 1) and the Universal Scalability Law (eq. 2)
are phenomenological macroscopic models, that is, they are not derived from elementary microscopic features that could be tracked back to concrete procedures and behaviors of robots and
processing units. Hence, also their interpretation and specifically the interpretation of individual
mathematical terms are abstract considerations that make the chosen function more plausible and
understandable but they are also subject to speculation. For example, Gunther’s assumption that
coefficient α corresponds to contention is a widely applicable concept. However, his assumption
that coefficient β corresponds to the lack of coherency is much more specific. Similarly, in the
simple multi-robot model the assumed exponential increase of interference is a rather strong assumption. We follow that both models allow or even invite reinterpretations and have potential
to be generalized. In the following, we make a number of assumptions of how this can be done,
which are then verified in Sec. 3.
We argue that interacting entities in parallel computing, multi-robot systems, and networks
are facing tradeoffs in three categories: (R) utilization of shared resources, (I) information flow,
and (C) degree of collaboration. A typical system has to deal with several instances from one
or more of these categories (e.g., two shared resources and one type of collaboration). They are
usually mutually dependent, which is the cause of their complexity. For example, maximizing the
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optimal

utilization of a resource r1 ∈ R may be necessary to maximize a type of collaboration c ∈ C, but
before r1 is fully utilized another resource r2 ∈ R is already depleted causing overhead.
In Fig. 3 we give a schematic overview of
our interpretation. We separate the interval
P
of system size N ∈ {1, 2, . . . } into three regions. First, the region of underused resource,
too little collaboration, and too little information flow (left-hand side in Fig. 3). Second,
the region of optimally balanced tradeoffs corresponding to optimal achievable performance
N
under(middle part in Fig. 3). Third, the region of deresources
depleted
used
pleted resources, too much collaboration, and
too intensive information exchange (right-hand
too
too
side in Fig. 3).
collaboration competitive
cooperative
While it is intuitive to understand that depleting resources is disadvantageous and creinformation
ates overhead (e.g., long queues, interference),
none
all2all
flow
it is maybe less intuitive to understand why
there can be too much of collaboration or too
much information flow. For the degree of col- Figure 3: Schema of how to interpret scalability
laboration, we distinguish between a competi- challenges across fields
tive approach without or with little collaboration and a cooperative approach with a high
degree of cooperation. In parallel computing, we can relate that to the distinction between competition parallelization (a parallel race to solve the same problem with different methods) and
partitioning parallelization (standard approach to parallelization). Without collaboration all processing units work on their own and create a competitive environment. With a maximal degree of
collaboration all processing units cooperate and may, hence, work on too similar potential solutions to the problem. Similarly, for the information flow we can avoid any exchange of information
or share information all-to-all. Without sharing any information we may fall back to a purely
competitive approach but in a multi-robot setting this could still be a useful parallelization, for
example, of a cleaning task. With all-to-all communication we may loose diversity in the solution approaches and end up with a homogeneous approach where each processing unit basically
processes the same workpackages.

3

Results

To verify and further investigate these interpretations, we study two example scenarios. In the stick
pulling scenario, we investigate the tradeoff between properly exploiting shared resources while
not depleting them. In the parallel optimization scenario, we investigate the tradeoff between
intensifying collaboration but not loosing too much diversity.

3.1

Stick pulling: shared resources and collaboration

We investigate the tradeoff between not depleting resources while creating sufficiently many opportunities for collaboration in the well-known stick pulling task [6]. A group of robots equipped
with grippers is supposed to collect sticks. The sticks are found standing upright in holes. The
sticks are too long as if a single robot could remove them from the hole in one grip. Instead robots
have to cooperate. A first robot does the first grip and removes the stick half-way. A second robot
then grips the stick and removes it completely from the hole. The task is interesting as for an
efficient solution a proper balance of the robot number relative to the number of sticks and the
provided area is required as well as an optimized waiting time (for how long should the robot wait
for support after the first grip).
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Figure 4: Stick pulling experiment, relative capacity and efficiency E = T2 /(N TN ) over system
size N , averaged over 5000 repetitions
To make our point here, we restrict ourselves to a simplified, non-embodied model. We only
model that N ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 20} robots are randomly distributed among M = 20 stick sites, wait
there for a defined waiting time watStick = 7 [discrete time steps], and the commute time T between
sites is also modeled. We scale the commute time T with the system size N in two variants. First,
we scale it linearly
Tl (N ) = N + ξ,
(3)
for a random number ξ ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Second, we scale it quadratically
Tq (N ) = cN 2 + ξ,

(4)

with an arbitrary constant c = 0.12 to scale Tq to intervals comparable to Tl and again a random
number ξ ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The underlying idea is that with increased system size there is more traffic,
robots physically interfere, and have delays due to collision avoidance behaviors. The following
simulations are separated in two sets where we either use Tl or Tq to calculate how long a robot
has to travel from any stick site to any other stick site.
Each robot can be in one of M + 1 = 21 states. In state s0 a robot is currently commuting. In
state si with i > 0 a robot is currently positioned at stick site i and waits for help. In addition, each
robot has a current waiting time w that represents for how long a robot has been waiting already.
Once at least two robots meet at a stick site at the same time step, we say they instantaneously
remove the stick, they immediately start to commute to another, randomly selected site, and the
stick is put back ready to be removed again. System performance is measured in the total number
of removed sticks over the full duration of an experiment (1000 time steps). Each experiment
setting was repeated 5000 times.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. First, Fig. 4(a) gives the relative capacity, that is, the total
number of pulled sticks normalized by the performance for system size N = 2, over system size N
for linearly scaled commute time Tl (green) and quadratically scaled commute time Tq (blue;
standard deviation for linear commute time: N = 2, 2.16; N = 10, 7.5; N = 15, 8.1; N = 20,
8.6; N = 30, 9.1; N = 40, 9.5; standard deviation for quadratic commute time: N = 2, 2.6;
N = 10, 6.8; N = 15, 6.4; N = 20, 6.2; N = 30, 5.4; N = 40, 4.4). For the linear commute times,
the system performance improves with increasing system size for all tested system sizes. For the
quadratic commute times, the system performance decreases starting with N = 8. As expected,
the quadratic scaling increases the commute times much faster (despite discount factor c = 0.12).
The dashed line gives the linear scaling. The relative capacity is superlinear for N < 10 (quadratic
commute times) and for N < 32 (linear). Fig. 4(b) gives the efficiency normalized with the mean
execution time observed for system size N = 2. Both efficiencies decrease for too big system sizes.
The efficiencies shown in Fig. 4(b) correspond to case d. in Gunther’s USL (α  0, β > 0).
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Figure 5: Parallel optimization experiment, system performance, note logarithmic scale on the
horizontal axis (left: mean, right: histogram) over sensor range r, averaged over 1000 repetitions

3.2

Parallel optimization: network topologies and information flow

Here, we follow a network model described by Lazer and Friedman [29] but extend it to random
geometric graphs instead of predefined network topologies and small-world networks. Random
geometric graphs are more closely related to typical setups in multi-robot systems. Initially we
place robots in a 2-d plane (i.e., a point process), which is here the unit square. Hence, each robot
has a position x. We say, all robots have a given sensor range r. A considered robot has an edge
to another robot if that robot is within range r, that is, for robot positions x1 and x2 we test the
Euclidean distance |x1 − x2 | < r.
The task is to solve an optimization problem in parallel. The problem is generated using
Kauffman’s so-called NK model [30]. That is a standard technique to generate test problems
with rugged fitness landscapes, for example, in evolutionary computation [31]. For details about
the optimization problem see Lazer and Friedman [29]. Each robot (or processing unit) could,
in principle, try to solve the problem on its own. That is actually also what a robot needs to
do if it happens to have no neighbors in the geometric graph. The idea is, however, that the
robots cooperate and share information about the optimization problem. Neighboring robots can
compare their current best solutions, the robot with the worse solution can replace it with the
other robot’s better solution, and continue to optimize the problem starting from there.
The network model iterates over the following procedure. Each of the N = 100 robots checks
whether a neighbor has currently a better solution. If yes, it replaces its own current solution
with the best solution of its neighbors. If not, the robot does a local search, that is, a brute
force approach to improve its current solution by checking small changes of it. This is iterated
for 20 time steps. We test different sensor ranges r ∈ [0.001, 1] and each experiment setting is
repeated 1000 times.
In Fig. 5 we give the results. In these plots we use a logarithmic scale for the horizontal axis,
which does not change the shape qualitatively (e.g., in comparison to Fig. 1). Fig. 5(a) gives the
mean performance (i.e., best solution in the multi-robot system) averaged over 1000 repetitions
of the experiment setting. Fig. 5(b) gives a histogram of the same data set and indicates that
there is rather little variance. The sensor range r determines how many neighbors a robot has
in average. The number of neighbors determines how often a robot adapts solutions from other
robots instead of doing a local search to optimize the problem. Having more neighbors helps
to gather better solutions but if each robot has many neighbors the overall system reduces its
potential for exploring the problem’s search space.
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4

Discussion and Conclusion

The stick pulling experiment clearly indicates the tradeoff between creating chances to collaborate
and ensuring that resources are not depleted. Each stick site can be seen as a resource that needs
to be populated, because if they are underused the system performance suffers. However, the
resource ‘space’ between the sites is limited. Hence, we find an optimum system size that balances
the use of stick sites and space.
The parallel optimization experiment indicates the tradeoff between collaborating while not
loosing too much diversity. If there is no collaboration, each robot independently tries to optimize
the problem. If each robot is connected to every other robot, then the search is not parallelized
anymore but all robots investigate the same problem instances in parallel. There is clearly an
optimum between sharing some information (a medium information flow through the system) and
sharing too much information.
Gunther’s interpretation of his Universal Scaling Law speaks of contention (i.e., overhead in
sharing resources) and lack of coherence (e.g., as in cache hierarchies). While contention can
be easily identified in the multi-robot setup (e.g., for linearly scaled commuting times in the
stick pulling scenario, see Fig. 4(b)), a correspondence to ‘lack of coherency’ is difficult to be
identified. Instead we see two contradicting uses of shared resources in the stick pulling scenario.
One resource is supposed to be populated to increase profit (stick sites) but the other resource
is already depleted and creates overheads (space). In the parallel optimization scenario, there is
also no lack of coherence but instead a too intensive communication that then crucially reduces
exploration in the system.
Superlinearity seems more frequent in multi-robot systems and swarm systems probably mainly
due to physical effects. In tasks, such as collectively pulling a heavy object and passing a gap or
a steep hill, one or a few robots basically achieve zero performance (they cannot pull the object
at all due to friction, they can just not pass the gap or the hill) but once a certain threshold Nc
of system size N > Nc is reached the performance increases rapidly. Superlinearity as seen in the
stick pulling scenario, however, is more subtle and less easily connected directly to such a single
cause. Obviously it is the interplay of not underusing one resource while not depleting another.
As mentioned above, the generic swarm performance curve (Fig. 1) is observed frequently.
Hence, we follow that the above described phenomena observed in the two investigated scenarios
must also be frequent. It is encouraging to see that similar phenomena emerge in such different
domains as multi-robot system, networks, and parallel computing. This is a clear indicator that
universal models across all fields must exist.
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